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Characterization of Subgrain Boundaries in Laterally Seeded Epitaxial SOI Films

Recrystallized by an Electron Beam
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Comprehensive and systenatic studies on the characterj-zation of subgrain
boundaries in S0I films recrystaLlized by an obliquely scanned pseudo-Iine electron
beam are presented. It was found that the directions of subbounclaries were governed
by the crystal orientation of the substrate at a scanning velocity of 10crn/s, while
that their directions were perpendicular to the pseudo-Ilne bean at velocities
below 1cmfs. Simple rnodels Lssuming the formation of {111} facets at the solid.ifi-
cation front was set up to explain these results.

1. Introduction
Recently, considerable efforts have been made

to forn silj-con-on-insulator(S0l) structures using

melting and recrystallization methods wj-th such
,l\

energy sources as laserr/, electron bean(e-beam)
2), carbon heater3), and so on. However, subgrai.n

boundaries(subboundaries) are consj-stently ob-

served in S0I films recrystallized by these rneth-

ods, which causes degradatlon of device prop-

erties. So, a large amount of work has been de-

voted to reduction of the subboundariesr but d.is-

cussions on their detailed behavi.ors are very few

as well as perfect suppression of the subbounda-

ries has not been realized. Thenr we study.eompre-

hensively and systernatically the material proper-

ties of lateral1y seeded epitaxial S0I fil-ns re-
erystallized by a pseudo-Iine e-beamr in which a

spot e-beam is scanned along a line faster than

the thermal response time of the substrate so that
a linear heating effect can be expected during

movenent of the bean along one direction. fn this
study, S0I sarnples with seed stripes are used and

the pseudo-line bearn is always scanned para11el to

the seed stripes. tJhereas, the seed direction to
the crystal orientation of the substrate and an

oblique angle between the scanni-ng direction and

the nornal direction of the line bean are changedt

i-n order to investigate the behavior of the

subboundary.

In this paperr we chara ct'erize the properties

B-1 1-3

of subboundaries and discuss the origin of these

phenomena.

2. Experinental Procedure

In the sample preparation, 1pm-thick Si02

films were first deposited on Si(001) wafers using
plasma-enhanced chenical vapor deposition(p-CVO)

and were then etched in patterns of 5Oum-wide

oxide stri-pes and 5um-wide seed stripes of bare

Si. The stripes were aligned to (100), (130)r or
<'110> axes of the substrate. After patterning,
poly-Si filns 0.6pm-thick were deposited by a
vacuun evaporation nethod and finally capped. by

O.Jpm-thick P-CVD oxide films.
The schenatic diagram of the electron beam

annealing systen used in this experiment is shown

in Fig.1. An obliquely scanned pseudo-1ine elec-
tron beam was synthesized by scanning a spot beam

with 400kHz sinusoidal signals which were applied
to the X and Y electrostatic deflection plates.

The acceleration voltage and the di-aneter of the

spot beam were 1OkV and ZlyOyn, respectively. The

pseudo-1ine beam was then scanned electronagneti-
ca11y as a whole with velocities fron 1mm/s to
1Ocm/s. The length of the pseudo-line beam was

45Ovn and the oblique angle 0 was from 0" to 60"

by changing the ratio of the X and. Y amplitudes.

fn the recrystallization experimentr the sanples

were placed on a carbon holder kept at 500'C and

the beam was scanned along the seed stripes on the
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of an eleetron beam
annealing system.

sample.

After recrystallizationr the cap oxide was

etched and the samples were d.ipped in Wright

etchant to make the subboundari-es in the Si filns
clear. The surface morphology of the samples was

observed with lrTomarski optieal nicroscope and SEM.

3. Experinental- Results
Figure 2 shows comparison of the electron

channeling contrast micrographs(top) with the

Itlomarski optical micrographs taken after Wright

etching(botton) in the sane areas. lle can see fron
this figure .that the subboundaries delineated by

Idright etching match well with the channeling
contrast inage which reflects the difference of
the erystal orientations. However, as shown in the

center stripes in the figures, the contrast inage

also appears in the areas where no subboundaries

were observed by optical microscopy. Since the

.channeling contrast is formed by fluctuation of
the crystal orientations, these results suggest

that even ln the so-ca1led subboundary-free area

there exist a kind of subboundaries which are

difficult to be delineated by Wright etqhant.

Next, we consider the di-rection of subbounda-

ry and investigate the subboundary angle 06 be-

tween a typical direction of the subboundary and

the direction of the seed stripe. The relation
between the oblique angle e and the subboundary

vs= l Ocm/s

Fig.2 Electron channelihg contrast mi-crographs of
the reerystallized samples before tdrlght etching-
(top) and lVomarski optical micrographs of the same

arel after etching(Uottom). The samples were rec-
rystallized. at' 1Ocm/s (a) along the (110) axis
rittr the obl-ique angle of 60o and (b) along the
<100> axis with 30o.

angle 06 for the samples with <'110> seed stripes
is shown in Fig.31 in which each data point repre-
sents an average angle of 5 to 10 subbound.aries in
an S0T stripe and the solid line of 0b= 0 corre-
spond.s to a situation that the subboundaries are

generated perpendi-cu1ar to the pseudo-line beam.

Open and closed circles in the figure show the

results for the hardly etched and easily etched

subboundaries at a scanning velocity of lOcrn/s,

respectively. In case of 1cn/s, only open trian-
gles arb plotted, since it was diffieult to dis-
tinguish easily etched subboundaries from hardly
etched ones. As can be seen fron the figurer the

subboundary angle 0O is proportional to the ob-

lique angle 0 at a scanning velocity of 1cnfs,

which neans that the subboundaries are perpendicu-

lar to the pseudo-line bean. 0n the other handt

the 06 values at 1Ocn/s are concentrated arountl

particular angles, independent of e. The angles

are aboui /n5" for the easily etched subboundarles

and about 80o for the hardly etched ones.

fn ord.er to understand the above phenomena

further, similar experinents at a scanning veloci-
ty of 1Ocm/s were done using other samples with
seed stripes para11el to <130> or (100) axes of
the substrate. The results are summarized for
easily etched subboundaries in Fig./u which sche-

natically'shows the experlmental outline for the

scanning direction of [110J2 [130] and [010] axest
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Fig.3) Relations between the oblique angle 0 and
the subboundary angle 96 for the scanning veloci-
ties of 1 cm/s (A) ana 1O-cm/s (ro).

and the direction of subboundaries in recrystal-
lized S0I films on the (OOt) substrate. fn this
figure, experinental results on the subboundary

d.irections are also shown from a view point of
'6rystallography as follows: the so1id, dashed and

dotted-line fun shape regions correspond to the
extent of subboundary direction for the seed di-
rections of [110]r [130] and tO1Ol, respectively,
in which the regions for [010] axis are reduced to
the equivalent direction using four-fold synne.try

of Si crystal. We can see from this figure that
the easily etched subboundaries are nainly aligned
to the <100> axj-s. It is interesting to note that
at a scanning velocity of 1Ocm/s the di-rections of
subboundaries are not determined by the oblique
angle, but they are deternined by the crystallo-
graphic orientation of the substrate. A1so, the

hardly etehed subboundari.es were found to be

aligned around the (110) direetion.

L Discussion

It is well known that {111} facets are formed

at the S-L interface and subboundaries are gener-

ated at the trailing corners of folded {111} fac-

"ts3). Then, based. on these informations, we dis-
clr.ss a few models in Fig.5 to explain the direc-
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Fig.4.The schematic diagrams of experimental out-
line. The fun shape regions shown by the soIid,
dashed and dotted lines represent the extent of
subboundaries for the seed directions of [110],
[130] and [010]axes, respectively.

tion of easily etched subboundaries in our experi__
nents. For simplicity, we assume that a line bearn

with infinite length is scanned along a [110]
direction of a (OOt) substrate with an oblique
angle 0 and that step-Iike {1 1 1 } facet planes are
regularly formed in the region where the substrate
temperature is in between T, and T'-AT, as shown

in Fig.5(a). trlhen the pseudo-line bean is scanned
by ay, the {111 } facet follows it as shown in
Fig.5(a) using a broken line.

In the nodel(a), generation time of a nucleus
on a flat plane is assumed to be nuch longer than
the spreading time j-n which Jateral growth origi-
nating from the nucleus is coupleted on that plane
forrning a new atomic 1ayer. Thus, the growth rates
v7 along the [110] axis and ve along the tTtOl
axis are proportional to the respective lengths of
the faeet planes4) and subboundaries are so gener-
ated that the subboundary angle 06 is equal to e.
This ueans that the subboundaries are generated
perpendicular to the pseuclo-1ine.

In the model(b), the generation ti_me of nu-
clei is assumed to be rnuch shorter than the
spreading time. According to this model, v2 is
equal to vr and the direction of subboundaries is
para1le1 to the [010] direction for any angle of

Qr=26.6o

)/)
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Fig.5 Schematic'drawings of the {111} facet at the
S-L interface and the directions of subboundaries.
(a) Slow nucleation case (b) fast nucleation case
and (c) saw tooth shape of the facet.

0. However, we have no direct evi-dence that the

nucleation rate is enhanced at faster scanning

velocities as formation of mierotwins in solid-
phase epitaxy of amorphous Si5).

An alternate approach to explain the direc-
tion of subboundaries is shown in model(c) which

is the same as the rnod.eL(a) exeept the equal

length of each plate. Thusr the relation that
yt1=yr holds and the subboundaries are aligned to
the [010] direetion. This saw tooth faeet conposed

of {111} planes with equal length is considered to
be energetical-1y stabler than general {111} facets
rrrith asymnetric shapes at least under the dynani-c

condition, since it is often observed in the un-

seeded growth in Zl4R. However, in this modelr the

facet front eomposed of the regular steps is a1-

ways /r5" off from the scanning direction of the

beam and this angle generally d.oes not coincide

with the oblique .angle 0. So, in order to explain
this discrepancyr it is necessary to introduce

i-rregular steps as schematically shown in Fig.10

(c). There is no di-rect experimental evidence to
support this nodel. Howeverr we speculate that at
fast scanning velocities as '1Ocm/s, control of the

S-L interface by the pseuclo-Line beam becomes

weaker and the dynaurically stable saw tooth facets
are local1y generated as well- as irregular steps

connecting them.

In conclusion, the models (a) anA (c) seem to
be appropriate to explain the directions of easily
etched subboundaries in the slow and fast scanning

cases, respectively.

5. Conclusion

We characterized the properties of subbounda-

ries in SOI films reerystallized by an obliquely
scanned pseudo-line electron beam. It was found in
the samples with 5Oum-wide S0I and 5um-wide seed

Si- stripes'bhat at a scanning velocity of 10cm/s,

subboundari-es generated in the S0I stripes were

roughly aligned to the <100> or (110) directions
of the substrate, while that at velocities lower
than 1cm/s they were aligned normal to the pseudo-

line beam. In order to understand these phenomena,

simple models based on stability of the t111]
facet at the S-L interface and controllability of
the temperature proflles in the substrate by the
pseudo-line beam were set up. We can expect from

these and other results that the subboundary-free
region will be expanded by the pseudo-line elec-
tron bean recrystallization in which the S-L in-
terfaee is exaetl-y matched to the <110> directiorc
of the substrate and the thermal fluctuation dur-
ing growth is so reduced that no facet 6orn""s .t"
generated at the S-L interface. l.Ie will further
d-iscuss the above possibility.
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